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ABSTRACT 
Inclusion domains for the eigenvalues of a partitioned matrix are specified in 
terms of perturbations of its diagonal blocks. The size of such perturbations is 
measured using the Kantorovitch-Robert-Deutsch vectorial norms. The inclusion 
domains obtained thereby are compared with inclusion domains otherwise obtain- 
able. A few new properties of vectorial norms are proved as well. A result of Bonsall, 
Schneider, Strang and Ljubii: is generalized. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SOME RESULTS 
In [5] the we&known Gershgorin circle theorem is generalized to parti- 
tioned matrices. With the conventions (see also Sec. 2) 
(1) A is partitioned into blocks A,,, i,i = 1,. . . , N, 
(2) ]]Aii]] is the operator norm of A, associated with vector norms in 
source and image space, 
N 
(3) 2 denotes 2 for any given value of i, 
i, #i j=l, j#i 
the following theorem is a reformulation of 15, Theorem 21: 
THEOREM 1.1. All eigenvalues of A are contained in the set G = U Gi, 
where Gi is the set of all A E @ satisfying 
lIlAi - 
..2) 
The expression in the left-hand member of (1.2) is to be given the value 0 if 
A is an eigenvalue of Aii. 
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The following theorem (cf. [7, Theorem 11; for a proof see Sec. 2.7) gives 
an alternative characterization of the sets Gi: 
THEOREM 1.3. For any i the set Gi is identical with the set of eigenval- 
ues of aZZ matrices Aii + X, with 11 X 1) < Zi,+:i]]Aii]], X complex. 
This theorem specifies the inclusion domain G for the eigenvalues of A in 
terms of perturbations of the diagonal blocks. It is the purpose of this paper 
to give a more general class of inclusion domains (to be called Gershgorin 
domains) in this fashion, i.e. as the set of eigenvalues of all matrices Ai3 + X, 
i=l2 , , . . . ,N, where the complex matrix X is majorized in some sense by the 
ith row of off-diagonal blocks of A. This will be done by means of vectorial 
7unms for matrices (to be introduced in Sec. 3). 
An example of such a vectorial norm and the corresponding Gershgorin 
domain is given by the following theorem, which is a special case of our 
general Theorem 4.1: 
THEOREM 1.4. For any matrix B let \lBII’ denote the column vector 
whose kth coordinate is the sum of the moduli of the elements in the kth 
row of B. For any i let Gi denote the set of eigenvalues of all matrices 
A+i+X with ]]X]]‘<Z~,+i](Aij]]’ (th is vector inequality to hold coordinate- 
wise). Then the set G = U Gi contains all eigenvalues of A. 
It will be investigated whether the Gershgorin domains derived from 
Theorem 4.1 for various choices of the vectorial norm may improve those 
obtainable from Theorem 1.1. On the whole the outcome of this will be 
somewhat disappointing (cf. Remark 5.9). Yet it will turn out (cf. Remark 
5.10) that for all matrices A the Gershgorin domain given by Theorem 1.4 is 
a subset of the one given by Theorem 1.1 for the important case of the 
Holder oo-norm, whereas for some matrices A it is a strict subset, provided 
the partitioning is submaximal (for the definition see Sec. 2.1). 
Our results will also allow a unified approach to Wilkinson’s perturbation 
theory (cf. [ll, Chapter 2, Sets. 15-211, and our Theorem 5.4 and Remark 
5.5) and allow a generalization of this theory to partitioned matrices, where 
the off-diagonal blocks may be measured in a variety of ways. 
2. PARTITIONING AND NORMS 
2.1 
Let any (column) vector v EC” be partitioned as (vi,. . . ,v~)~, where vi 
has ni coordinates (so Eni = n). This means that C” itself is considered as a 
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direct sum S,@*** $ S,. We always suppose N > 2. The partitioning will be 
called muximul if n, = 1 for all values of i, submuxiwrul if n, > 1 for at least 
one value of i, and strongly submuximal if ni > 1 for at least two values of i. 
2.2 
Each of the Si is supposed to be provided with a norm (1. I(. If a norm is 
written with a lower case letter or number subscript, like 1) - 1) p or )I . /12, this 
denotes a Holder norm: ]I vi /jr, = (Xk]&lp)‘/P if [i, &, . . . are the coordinates of 
VP 
2.3 
Corresponding to the given partitioning of vectors, any n x n matrix A is 
partitioned as (AJ. 
2.4 
We denote the set of linear mappings of Si into Si by Lii. The norms on Si 
and Si then induce (operator) norms for the elements of Lii, likewise denoted 
by I] * I(. We may consider A, (cf. Sec. 2.3) as an element of Lii, and thereby 
l[Aiil[ is defined. 
2.5 
For any i we may also consider row vectors uj of ni coordinates. They 
may be considered as linear functionals on Si by having them assign the value 
uivi =Zq& to the vector vi E Si if ui and vi have coordinates vk and & 
respectively. Then those row vectors form the dual space SiD of Sj, and have 
operator norms 
If, in particular, (1. (1 is the Holder p-norm on Si, then SiD gets the Holder 
q-norm with l/p+l/q= 1, i.e., ]]ui]] = ]]z+]], =(X]qJr)l/q if rji,qs.... are the 
coordinates of ui E SiD (cf. [6, Chapter III, Example 1.251). 
2.6 
We recall (cf. [6, Chapter I, (2.27), or Chapter III, Corollary 1.241) that 
for any 0. E Si, 0, #O, there exists at least one element vi” E SiD such that 
ufDv, = I( $]I )I oi ]I = 1 (implying that vi is a maximizing vector of vi”). Accord- 
ing to the terminology of Bauer [l], oiD and vi then might be called a duul 
pair. 
Defining M = v, vi D for VIES,, vi~Si, we have MELii, Mui= and 
WII = Il~ill/ll~ill~ 
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2.7 
We now prove Theorem 1.3. Recalling the definition glb(B) = 
min”#allwl/ll~II f or any matrix B, we note that the left-hand side of (1.2) 
equals glb(&, - tiJ. Let c denote the right-hand side of (1.2). Then (1.2) 
implies the existence of a vector ui,u,#O, with ]](Aii-ti,)ui]] <c]]oil]. Now 
take X= -(A,*-xl,)u,uF. Then ]]X]] <c]]ui]l/]]ui]]=c (cf. the norm of M in 
Sec. 2.6), and (hi - tii + X)u, = 0, proving that A is an eigenvalue of Aii + X. 
Conversely, if (hi + X - xI,)u, = 0 for a certain I I X (1 < c and vi #0, then 
II(Aii-AI,)u,IJ=JIXuill <c]]ui]]; hence glb(A,,-XI,)<c. 
3. VECTORIAL NORMS FOR LINEAR MAPPINGS 
We consider the following expressions for measuring the elements of Lii 
for any i and j: 
(a) J]X(J’= I(XI] (i.e., the usual operator norm). 
@) IIxlI’=(IIx1.II~*.*mJlY ( i.e., a column vector whose elements are 
the operator norms of the rows of X in the sense of Sec. 2.5, i.e., those rows 
considered as elements of SjD). 
(c) IIXII’=II(IIX1.II~-**r II~.II)7I”7 where I I * I( u denotes some monotonic 
vector norm (in the sense of [2]; examples are the Holder norms) depending 
on i. As a special case we may take ]I * (I= )I * (Ip (the Holder p-norm) and 
]).]]“=]]*]I9 (the Holder q-norm) with l/p+l/q=l; then rows are 
measured in the Holder q-norm (cf. Sec. 2.5), and hence ]]X]]’ is the Holder 
q-norm of the column vector having as coordinates all the elements of X in 
some order. Taking Q = 1,2,oo, we get (where x,~ denotes an element of X): 
(cl) IIXII’= 2 Id; 
(~2) J]X](‘=]]XJ]F= 
r 
z ]xrJz (the Frobenius norm); 
(c3) IlXll’= ykl. ’ 
The notation ]]X]]’ < ]I Y 11’ h as an obvious meaning not only in cases (a) 
and (c) but also in case (b), provided that X E Lij and Y E Lik for the same 
value of i. 
3.2 
We note that in all cases the following properties hold---and these are 
the properties that we shall use later on-even if for different values of i we 
make different choices from Sec. 3.1, (a), (b) and (c): 
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(P) For my 4i, II . II ’ is a mapping of Lii into the set of non-negative 
elements of a partially ordered real linear vector space Pi (as defined in [9, 
Definition 11.11, for example). 
(q) I(X+Y((‘<I(XII’+I(Y’JI’ifXand YbelongtothesameLij. 
(r) IIXll’=Oe w X=4+, if X EL, (0 denoting the respective zero ele- 
ments). 
(s) ]]XM]]’ < )JM]] /IX]]’ if X ELii and M EL+. This is obvious for (a); for 
(b) and (c) it follows from the fact that for any row vector u the product uM 
may be considered as the result of applying the adjoint M* of M to the linear 
functional U, and that the norm of M* on the dual space equals 1) M )I (cf. [6, 
Chapter I, (4.8)]), whence lluMl/ < (/IA/( /M/J. 
(t) If X E Lii, and a and b are non-negative elements of Pi such that 
IlXIj’<a+b, then there exist Y and 2 ELii such that X=Y+Z, ]]Y])‘<a, 
IIZ(l’<b. 
As a consequence of (s) we have: 
(u) I)tX(]‘<t(]X]I’ for any scalar t with O<t< 1. 
Propefiies (p), (q), (r) and ( u are very similar to the ones in [4, (1. l), ) 
(1.2), (1.3)], which d fi e ne a vectorid nom. Likewise, property (t) is very 
similar to the one in [4, Proposition 1, statement (iii)], which says that a 
vectorial norm is regular. 
Hence, I( * I(’ is very similar to a regular vectorial norm, which, on account 
of (s), might be said to be compatible with the norms on the spaces Si. 
Actually, all mappings II.//’ considered in Sec. 3.1 are indeed regular 
vectorial norms, as may be checked right away. More generally we have: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let all pi be finite-dimensionul Cartesian spaces in which 
a > 0 means that all coordinates of a are non-negative. Let a mapping II.// 
satisfy (p), (q), (r) and (s). Then: 
(a) 1). I/ is a vectorial nom on all Lii. 
(b) This vectorial norm is regular on Lii if and only if (t) is satisfied. 
Proof. (a) is trivial, whereas (b) follows from the following lemma, 
which may have some interest on its own. n 
N.B. In the following lemma we will not make the assumption about the 
Pi that was made in Theorem 3.1. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let (t’) denote the property which arises from (t) if the < 
signs are replaced by = signs. Then: 
(a) The properties (p), (q), (t) imply (0 
(b) The properties (p), (t’) imply (t) if the spaces Pi are Riesz spaces (cf. 
[9, Definition 11.11; finite-dimensional Cartesian spaces ordered as in 
Theorem 3.1 are special cases). 
Proof. 
(a) If jIXII’=a+bwitha,b>O,thenX=Y+Zwith (JY\l’<a, (IZI(‘<b. 
;f”“” IIY’II > IIxII’-lIzII ‘>a+b-b=a. Hence IIYII’=a. Likewise I(ZII’= 
(b) If J(X(l’ba+b with a, b > 0, then there exist a’ and b’ such that 
O<a’<a, O<b’<b, I(XII’=a’+b’ (cf. [9, Corollary 15.61). HenceX=Y+Z 
with I(YII’=a’<a, (IZII’=b’<b. n 
4. RESULTS 
Let 1) - (1’ be as defined in Sec. 3.1, (a), (b) or (c), or more generally, let 
1) * 11’ satisfy Sec. 3.2, (p), (q), (r), (s), (t). Then we have the following theorem 
(which is our main theorem): 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a given matrix, partitioned as above. Let Gi 
denote the set of all eigenvalues of the matrices Aii + X for all X E Lji with 
IIXII’ Q ~~,+illAi~II’* fim 
(a) All eigenvalues of A are contained in U Gi. 
(b) Zf, for some integer m, G’ = def G, u G, u * . * u G, is isolated (in the 
sense of having a positive distance) from GM =defG,,,+l u - . * u GN, then G’ 
contains exactly nI + . * - + n,,, eigenvalues of A, each one counted according 
to its multiplicity. 
(c) lf fl Gi #0 and p is any number contained in n Gj, then there exist 
TtriCes At ELii> IIAitll’ < IIAitll’~ %ch that TV is an eigenvalue of the matrix 
A arising from A by substituting Aii for Aii fm all i#j. 
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Proof. 
(a) Suppose Au=Xu for a certain v#O. Let ]]z)~]] =maxf]]vi]] (vi denoting 
the jth element of the partitioning of u according to Sec. 2.1). NOW define 
$ = UiUi”, whence ]]M-,]] < 1 (cf. Sec. 2.6), and take X=Zi,+AiiMji. Then 
IIXIl’< ~i,=+iIlA~ill ’ and (A,,+X)ui=CiAiiuj=&. Hence xEGi. 
(b) Consider the matrices A(t) arising irom A by multiplying all off-diag- 
onal blocks Aij by t, O<t<l. Then IJXI1’<Zi,ziJJtAii)I’ implies ]/X/J’< 
~~~,~~ll~~~ll’~~~,~~ll~~~ll’~ and hence G’(t)cG’ and G”(t)cG” for the 
corresponding G’ and G “. Since the eigenvalues of A(t) depend continu- 
ously on t, the number of eigenvalues in G’(t) is independent of t. Because of 
Sec. 3.2, (r), Gi(0) consists exactly of the eigenvalues of Aii. Hence G’(0) 
contains exactly frr + . . . + n, eigenvalues. 
(c) For all i there are now &EL,, with ]]Xi]]’ < Z.,Zi]]Aii]]’ and ui E Si 
with 1) vi 1) = 1 such that (Aii + Xi)ui = pui. Write Xi as ii,+ xii with x.. EL.. 
and ]]&i]]‘< ]]A,,]]’ [cf. Sec. 3.2, (t)]. Define Mii=uiuj? Hence_]]$i]]=y 
and Miiuj = q. Defin_e iii = XiiMjj. Then ]]A,,(]’ < (JAii]]’ and -C j,_+A,juj = X,u,. 
Hence 4, vi + 2 i,+i Api = Aiiui + Xiv, = pi. n 
REMARK 4.2. The sets Gi do not alter if in their definition we restrict X 
to be a matrix of rank < 1. Indeed, if (Aij + X)u, =Au,, _&en (A,, +XuiuiD)ui = 
Au, and ]]XuiuiDJ]‘< (IX]]‘. Likewise, the matrices A, in part (c) of the 
theorem may be restricted to rank < 1, as appears from the proof. 
REMARK 4.3. Regarding the conditions of Theorem 4.1 we note: 
(a) We may replace Sec. 3.2, (s), by the weaker requirement that 
IlXMll’< IIMII IIXII’ f or matrices M of rank < 1. But then Sec. 3.2, (u), 
should be required explicitly, unless we are not interested in part (b) of the 
theorem. 
(b) We may omit Sec. 3.2, (t), if we are not interested in part (c) of the 
theorem. 
(c) We may omit Sec. 3.2, (t), also in the important case N=2, as is 
apparent from the proof. 
REMARK 4.4. Regarding the proof of Theorem 4.1, we note that the 
somewhat abstract-looking apparatus in Sets. 2 and 3 was developed only to 
make possible a unified treatment of the various cases in Sec. 3.1. For any 
concrete choice of norms we could virtually omit Sets. 2 and 3 without much 
effect on the proof of the theorem. 
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5. COMMENTS ON THEOREM 4.1 
In this section we give a number of comments on and consequences of 
Theorem 4.1. 
REMARK 5.1. Regarding Theorem 4.1(a), we note: 
(a) It is identical with the well-known first Gershgorin circle theorem (cf. 
[ll, Chapter 2, Sec. 13, Theorem 31) for the maximal partitioning (cf. Sec. 
2.1). 
I$) It is equivalent to Theorem 1.1 (and thus to [5, Theorem 21) if 1) * 1)’ 
has been chosen according to Sec. 3.1, (a), as a consequence of Theorem 1.3. 
REMARK 5.2. Regarding Theorem 4.1(b), we note: 
(a) It is identical with the well-known second Gershgorin circle theorem 
(cf. [ll, Chapter 2, Sec. 13, Theorem 41) for the maximal partitioning. 
(b) It is equivalent to [5, Theorem 41 if I(. I(’ has been chosen according 
to Sec. 3.1, (a). 
(c) If (I*[[’ has been chosen according to Sec. 3.1, (a), (b) or (c), the 
requirement that G ’ be isolated from G N is satisfied as soon as G’ n G N = 0, 
since the sets G’ and G” are now compact. 
REMARK 5.3. Regarding Theorem 4.1(c), we note: 
(a) It doesn’t seem to be similar to anything in the literature [possibly 
because of (b) below]. 
(b) It becomes trivial for the maximal partitioning. 
THEOREM 5.4. If a block diagonal matrix D, in which the eigenvalues of 
the block D,, are distinct from the other ones, is perturbed by EB, where E is 
a sufficiently small parameter, then the n, eigenvalues of the matrix D+ EB 
which are nearest to the eigenvalues of D,, are eigenvalues of D,, + EB,, + 
O(2). 
Proof. Choose norms on the Si and take the corresponding operator 
norms for the blocks. Multiply the first block-row by e/k and the first 
block-column by k/E for some suitable constant k (this leaves the eigenval- 
ues unaltered), and apply Theorem 4.1(b). n 
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REMARK 5.5. Regarding this theorem and its proof, we note: 
(a) The technique used in this proof is the same as used in [ll, Chapter 
2, Sec. 151 to prove the perturbation properties of a simple eigenvalue of a 
diagonalizable matrix. 
(b) The result in Theorem 5.4 comprises, however, the cases 2, 3 and 4 in 
[ll, Chapter 2, Sets. 17, 19, 211 as well. 
(c) We did not have to use the artifact used in deriving 111, Chapter 2, 
(20.5)]-i.e., apply a rather skew similarity transform to a Jordan block 
matrix in order to reduce the ones on the codiagonal to smaller quantities. 
In view of Remark 5.1(b), t i is interesting to know whether Theorem 
4.1(a) may give sharper results if 1) * 11’ has been chosen according to Sec. 3.1, 
(b) or (c), than with Sec. 3.1, (a). 
DEFINITION 5.6. A choice (1) for J]. 11’ will be called stronger for 
Theorem 4.1(a) than a choice (2) if the corresponding Gershgorin domains 
G(i) and G @) satisfy G (I) c G @) for all matrices A and G(i)#G@) for at least 
one A. The choices will be called equivalent if C (‘) = G @) for all A. The 
choices will be called disparate if they are not equivalent and if neither one 
is stronger than the other. 
REMARK 5.7. Regarding the notion of disparateness we note: 
(a) The choices (1) and (2) are disparate if and only if there exists a 
matrix A for which G (‘I\ G (2) is nonempty and there exists a matrix A for 
which G@)\G(‘) is nonempty. 
(b) If a pair of choices is disparate, this does not mean that it doesn’t 
matter which choice one uses. Indeed, it may happen that G(r) is a small 
subset of G @) for one matrix A and that Gc2) is a small subset of G(l) for 
another. It may also happen that G(l), say, extends at most a little beyond 
Cc2) for all matrices A, whereas Gc2) extends a great deal beyond G(l) for 
some matrices A, which means that for practical purposes one might 
consider choice (1) to be stronger than choice (2). 
(c) See Remark 5.11. 
THEOREM 5.8. Table 1 displays, fm quite a few choices of (1. /I’, whether 
or not one is stronger than the other for Theorem 4.1(a). fn cases 5.8.1 and 
5.8.2 the partitioning is assumed to be submuximal; in 5.8.3, 5.8.4 and 5.8.5 
it is assumed to be strongly submuximal (cf. Sec. 2.1). 
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TABLE 1 
Case Choices for Il. II” Notes 
5.8.1 
(1): (a), with I(. 1((l) on the Si Equivalent or disparate for any 
(2): (a), with 11 . (f’) on the Si norms II . I(@) and 11 * 1l(2) 
5.8.2 
(1): (a), with IJ.llrn on the Sj 
(2): (b), with 11. (Im on the Si 
(2) stronger than (1) 
5.8.3 
5.8.4 
(1): (a), with 11. lip on the Si 
(2): (b), with (1. )I4 on the Si 
(1): (a), with 11. lip on the Si 
(2): (c), with II * (Ip on the Si 
and lI~II”=lI~Ilp 
Disparate for all cases distinct 
from 5.8.2 
(1) stronger than (2) for p # co, 
equivalent if p = co. 
5.8.5 
(1): (a), with (1. Jlp on the Si 
(2): (cl) or (~3) 
Disparate for ail p 
BThe indications (a), (b), (c), (cl), (c3) refer to Sec. 3.1. 
The proof is deferred to Sec. 6. 
This theorem leads us to the following remarks: 
REMARK 5.9. Unfortunately it is very common for a pair of choices to be 
disparate. 
REMARK 5.10. The pair of choices in case 5.8.2 is a very important one 
in view of the easy accessibility of the co-norm. Moreover, it wiIl become 
clear from the proof that for some matrices Gc2) is indeed a very smaU subset 
of Cc’). 
BE= 5.11. If a pair of choices for II.11’ is disparate for Theorem 
4.1(a), then nevertheless one of these choices may be stronger than the other 
in practical applications, in view of the information which is available about 
the matrix A. If, for example, only the largest modulus cyii of the elements of 
A+! is known for ail i #i and we look at case 5.8.5 for p = 1, then we could do 
hardly better than to estimate 1) Aii )I I < nicyii, and then haxe to use ah X with 
1) X )I1 < C,,,r+(uii for choice (l), leading to a superset Go) of G(l). On the 
other hand, using Sec. 3.1, (c3), for choice (2), we may say-that J(XII’ < 
Zi,flljAitlj’ implies IIX(1, <n,llX1I’ < Zji,+ini~ii. Hence G(“c G(l) for ah A, 
and on account of the disparateness there certainly exists an A such that 
G(2)f($(1). The same applies if we take case 5.8.5 with p = co provided that 
ah n, are equal. 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 5.8 
The proof uses a few lemmata, of which 6.1 and 6.6 may have some 
interest on their own account, whereas 6.3 and 6.4 are trivial but just serve 
to facilitate the formulation of the proof later on. 
LEMMA 6.1. If ~(u)~(~)//~~)~(~) does not have the same value fix all 
u E S, u S,, then there exist P EL,, and Q EL,, such that either 1) PIjcl) < 
I( P(lc2) and (1 Q 1((l) > ((Q (I(‘) or the other way around. 
Proof. There exist ui E S, and o2 E S, such that 
Suppose 
/lfdl(2) + 11~211(2) - - 
Ib,ll(‘) ll~2lP ’ 
llo1V2) 11~2V2) - - 
II~P > 11%11(1) . 
Then 
Il~lP < ll.111(2) 
Ib2lP 11~211(2) . 
Now take P= 0~~201, Q= u2vp2, where D, and 
respect to (I * l)(l) and )I * llc2), respectively. Then 
D, refer to the dual with 
llP~211(‘) IMP IIpII(‘) = ____ = - 11~111(2) _ llp~211(2) ( ,lpl,(2) ~ 
Ilv,ll(‘) Il~2lP < 11,211(2) ll,2V2) ’ 
and likewise (IQI((‘)> (IQ/[(‘). 
REMARK 6.2. We note about this lemma: 
(a) It allows (I * )I@) and 11. )f2) to be proportional on S, and also to be 
proportional on S, provided that the proportionality factors are different. 
(b) It applies to infinite-dimensional normed spaces as well. 
(c) It contains as a special case the result: If on a space S there 
are two nonproportional norms (1. )fl) and (1. (f2), then it is impossible that 
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IIPII(l) < 11 PII holds for aII linear mappings P from S into itself. This result 
was probably first proved by BonsaII (cf. [3, Theorem 81). It was also 
obtained by Schneider and Strang as a special case of a more general result 
(cf. [lo, Theorem l]), and by LjubIiE (cf. [B]). 
LEMMA 6.3. In order that a choice (1) for I( * 11’ shall be stronger for 
Theorem 4.1(a), than a choice (2), the combined conditions (a) and (b) me 
necessary and sufficient: 
(a) G.(l) c G!‘) for all matrices A and all i. , 
(b) There ekts a matrix A such that G,(l)#Gi(z) for some i. 
LEMMA 6.4. In order that the choices (1) and (2) for I(. (I’ shall be 
dispurute for Theorem 4.1(a), the combined conditions (a) and (b) are 
necessary and sufficient: 
(a) There exists a matrix A such that G,“‘;?I Gi(‘) for some i. 
(b) There exists a matrix A such that G,“‘lz: Gi2) for some i. 
Proofs. For any j#i replace Aii by AI, A an eigenvalue of Aii, and 
replace Ai, by 0 for k #i, j#i. n 
DEFINITION 6.5. A matrix A is of type qi(S, T) if Aii = S, bi = T, Aa =O 
for k#i,j. 
LEMMA 6.6. For any i and j let T denote an a&tray n, X ni matrix, and 
define ni X q matrices 
I 
1 0“ 
E= *.. , v= 
0 1, 
I E . . . E 1 
EO *** 0 
, 
0 
I 10 0.. 0 1 
“=[i ... ;J z=1 o J 
(where in E the entire main diagonal is filbd with ones), and nt x n, matrices 
U- 
01 0 
*. . -. 
-. 1 
0 0 
3 Y= 
0 
\ 
1 
1 
1' 0, 
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Then the results in Table 2 hold for Gi of any matrix A of the given type. 
In this table and later on p’ and r’ are defined by 
, 
‘+1=1, 
P’ P 
$+1=1. 
r 
Furthermore, B(0, R) denotes a disc in @ with center 0 and radius R. The 
notation G,wB(O, R) for E+O indicates that B(O,R,) c Gi c B(O,R,) with 
RI/R+1 and I&/R+1 for E-PO. 
TABLE 2 
Case Type II.])’ according to’ 
6.6.1 q(O. T) (a) 
Gi satisfies 
Gi=B(O,R)withR=)jTJI 
6.62 (~r,(o,T) @hea ll*ll=llAm Gi=B(O,R)withR=IjTI(, 
6.6.3 %,(OJ) @), with Il. II = II. Ilp G,=B(O,R) with It=+’ if 
nj < r+ 
6.6.4 q(O,E) (4. with II . II = II . II, 
on all Si, II * II” = Il. Ilp 
6.6.5 art(K V) (a) 
Gj =B(O,R) with R= 
max(ni/p, n//‘) if ni < ni 
G,=B(O, R) with R = (a(‘/‘+ 
for e-+0, c depending on II./) 
m.6 quv 047 with II*Il=ll~Ilp G,=B(O,R) with R=/E~ 
66.7 ‘yi,( U, W) (a), with II . II = II . Ilp 
f3.m arf(U,W) (c-y 
G,=B(O, R) with R = Ini,ell/‘+ 
for E-+O, n*/ = q’&W’ 
1 
GjcyB(O, R) with R = (ell/* for 
&++O 
6.6.9 q(Y,Z) (a),eh II-Il=ll-Ilp 
6.6.10 qY,z) (cl) 
Gicontains -2ifn,>2 
Gi does not contain -2 if 
n, > 2 
“The indications (a), (b), (c), (cl), (~3) refer to Sec. 3.1. 
Proof. In this proof u will denote any scalar with JwJ < 1; p will denote the 
spectral radius. 
Case 6.6.1. (1X(1 < 11 TII 
with 14 < IITII. 
+ p(X) < IITII. Taking X=wJ(T(JZ yields all h 
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Case 6.6.2. (IX((‘< ((T((’ * p(X) f ((T((,. Let the kth row of T have the 
largest sum of moduli ( = (( T(] ,). Then take the (k, k) element of X equal to 
w]( Tlloo, and all other elements of X equal to zero. 
Case 6.6.3. ]]X]]‘<J]EI]’ + (]X]I <nt/P, implying p(X)<nt/P. Taking 
X=ouyr with u=(l,...,l)r, yr=~~/]]on]]~., we have ]]X](‘< IjEll’ and 
Xu=ouv%/]]un]] =wt)J]0(] =wnf/%. 
Case 6.6.4. I(E((‘=n, l/P We need only consider X of rank < 1 (cf. . 
Remark 4.2); hence X = u’y *, (]X(]‘= ((u](~]( yl],.,. The only possible nonzero 
eigenvalue of X is y ru on account of Xu = uy ru. Since Gi obviously is a circle 
whose radius is the largest modulus the eigenvalues of any X may have, we 
want to knowthequantity~=max{]yr”]~]]u]]p]]y]],=n~~P}. Since ]yru(< 
]]u]]~ I( y(lp, and since for any given y there is a u with a given value of (]u]lp 
sue; that I~~4=ll~ll~ll~ll~~~ 
=nt/Pm=41 YII~A II ylli= 
we have ~=m=wllp II Yll,~l lIdlp II yll,= 
ni > l}. The latter max equals 1 if p’ > r’ and 
equals nf/P’-I/r’= q!/‘-‘IP if p’ <r’. 
Case 6.6.5. If X has CE in the bottom left-hand coeer and O(E) anywhere 
el9, then U + X has eigenvalues (ce) ‘/“j 1 + o(l)]. If X denotes a matrix with 
]I X 1) = II V 1) whose bottom left-hand element has the largest possible mod- 
ulus, then this modulus equal? ICE] for some constant c which is independent 
of E. Now consider all X = OX. 
Case 6.6.6 is trivial. 
Case 6.6.7. W = EUY *, where u and y are vectors with coordinates 1 only. 
Consequently, we have 1) WI], = (E] llullp )I yllp,=l&ln,l/pn:‘p’=l&)nii Thus, all 
xWith IlxlIp~l I ii E n are to be considered. Hence, all elements of X are at 
most ]E] nit in modulus. Now take the matrix X with Omii in the bottom 
left-hand comer and zeros elsewhere. 
Case 6.6.8. AU elements of X are at most (E] in modulus. NOW see the 
proof of case 6.6.7. 
Case 6.6.9. ]]Y(J,=](Z](, = 1. Take X = Y; then -2 is an eigenvahre of 
y+x. 
Case 6.6.10. Suppose that - 2 is an eigenvalue of Y + X, X = (TrJ with 
Zlx,] < 1, and let (&) be a corresponding eigenvector. Assume I&] =max,]&] 
‘1, and let for the moment r#(n,+1)/2. Then -2&=&,+i_,+@i, 
-2&,+r_,=&+@a and (B,(+]O,(<l. This implies 45,+20,=&+8,, and 
hence 35. = 8, - 20,, which is impossible, since 18, - 20,) < 2. If T- (ni + 1)/Z, 
then - 25, = 5, + 8 with (0 I < 1, which is impossible again. n 
We now come to the proof of Theorem 5.8. 
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Proof of case 5.8.1. If ([u[((~)/((u(/(‘) has the same value for all VES,U S 2 
U . * . US,, then [(B/J(‘)= l)Bjl(2) for all 
Gc2) for all A. 
matrices B E u Lji, and hence G(l) = 
If I(~(((~)/((ul((‘) assumes different values on S,U S,U * . * u S,, we may as 
well suppose that it assumes different values on S, u S,. Let P and Q be as in 
Lemma 6.1. On account of case 6.6.1, Lemma 6.4 is applicable with a matrix 
with first block-row (0 P 0 . . . 0) in (a) and a matrix tith second block- 
row(Q 0 *.. 0) in (b) or the other way around. n 
Proof of case 5.8.2. From the obvious implication 
IIXII 4) < iIXj l14ill'(2' * lIxIIua ( jZ2illAijllm 
we have Gi(‘) c Gi(‘) for all i. In view of cases 6.6.5 and 6.6.6, Lemma 6.3 is 
applicable for E small enough, and then indeed Gc2) may be a very small 
subset of G(i) (as stated in Remark 5.10). n 
Proof of case 5.8.3. If q = 03, we should have p # co, and on account of 
case 6.6.2 we may apply Lemma 6.4 in the same way as we did in the proof 
of case 5.8.1. 
Now consider the situation q # co. Cases 6.6.5 and 6.6.6 give G,“)g Gi”) 
for E small and q > 1. Case 6.6.1 with T= E (note that (IE (lp =l) and case 
6.6.3 give G.“)a Gj2) if n. > 1 and n, <n. for some j#i (which can always be 
arranged, since thl parti~oning is stronily submaximal). Now apply Lemma 
6.4. n 
Proof of case 5.8.4. Restricting ourselves to matrices X of rank 1 (cf. 
Remark 4.2), we have (IXI( ‘(2)= (IX/l(‘), whereas ()Aii()‘(2)2 II&ill(‘). Hence 
Gi(‘) c Gi(‘) for all i. Case 6.6.1 with T= E and case 6.6.4 with r =p then give 
G.(‘)#Gi(2) if p# 03 and q > 1 and r+ <ni for some j#i. Now apply Lemma 
6;. n 
Proof of case 5.8.5. Case 6.6.4 gives Gi(‘)= {hi/XI <n,}. Case 6.6.1 with 
T- E then gives G,“)d Gi(z) if q > 1 and n, < ni for some i #i. 
If choice (2) is according to Sec. 3, (cl), then cases 6.6.9 and 6.6.10 give 
G,“)z Gi(‘). If choice (2) is according to Sec. 3, (c3), then the same is 
obtained from cases 6.6.7 and 6.6.8 if ni,nj > 1. n 
The author recalls with pleasure the discussions about Sec. 3 with his 
student B. van Putten, who also found Lemmu 3.2(a). 
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Professor H. Schneider (Madison) kindly mentioned to the author the 
references [3] and [8] , given in Remark 6.2(c). 
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